Lake Pan rec park promises more fun, better services

WASHINGTON—Throughout President Barack Obama’s first four years in office, he prided himself on his ability to bounce back when much of Washington thought his presidency was in peril.

But the political challenge posed by Obama’s disastrous health care rollout is far greater than those he overcame during the penny-pinching ceiling fight with Republicans, his stumbling campaign debate in 2012 or even the painful recession.

The challenge for Obama, who faces a tough re-election fight next year, is to shore up his political fortunes as the nation struggles with a struggling economy and a growing number of Americans who feel left behind.

Obama is trying to do just that, relying on a mix of positive messaging and economic symbolism to help define his position as a leader who is working to help the nation emerge from a long economic downturn.

He spoke at a White House briefing room event on Monday, where he outlined his economic agenda and tried to convince the nation that his policies are working and will continue to work.

But Obama’s economic message is not getting through to everyone.

According to a new poll, 53% of Americans say that the economy is getting better, while 47% say it is getting worse.

And while Obama has been able to boost his approval rating in recent months, his overall approval rating remains below 50%.

Obama is also struggling on the campaign trail.

He is running against a strong Republican candidate in 2012 and faces a tough fight to hold on to his seat in Congress.

And with his popularity sagging in the polls, Obama is facing a series of tough political battles in the coming months.

But Obama is not giving up.

He is continuing to work hard to win over voters and build his coalition.

And with a few key victories, he may be able to turn the tide in his favor.

But for now, the road ahead is long and the challenges are many.

Obama is facing a tough fight, but he is not backing down.

He is determined to keep working to help the nation recover and get back on track.

And he is not alone.

A number of allies are standing by him, offering words of encouragement and support.

But in the end, the outcome of this election is up to the American people.

And they will decide whether Obama is able to fulfill his promise of change and progress or whether he is too focused on his re-election and not do enough to help the nation.
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SOFTBALL

Today's temperature: 74
High tonight: 75
Low tomorrow: 70

STORY FROM PAGE 1G

Sheen's latest project is a biopic of the late singer and actress Barbra Streisand. The film is titled "A Star Is Born," and it is a musical drama about a struggling singer named Ally (played by Lady Gaga) who becomes romantically involved with a star (played by Cooper). The film is directed by Cooper and co-written by Cooper and Brando. It features an original song from Lady Gaga, "Shallow," which won the Best Original Song Oscar in 2019.

The film was released on September 20, 2018, and it grossed over $320 million worldwide, becoming a commercial success. It received critical praise for its performances, direction, and musical score. Cooper won the Best Actor Oscar for his role in the film, and Gaga was nominated for Best Actress.

The film is set in the music industry of the 1970s and 1980s, and it explores themes of stage anxiety, addiction, and the struggle to find true love. The story follows Streisand's character, who is initially a successful singer but struggles to stay sober and maintain her career. She eventually meets and falls in love with Cooper's character, who is a rising star in the music industry.

"A Star Is Born" was directed by Cooper, who also co-wrote the script with Brando. The film was produced by Warner Bros. Pictures and New Line Cinema. It is a sequel to the 1954 film of the same name, which starred Janet Gaynor and John Garfield.

The film received critical acclaim for its performances, direction, and musical score. Cooper won the Best Actor Oscar for his role in the film, and Gaga was nominated for Best Actress. The film was nominated for nine Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Actor, and Best Original Song.

The film was released on September 20, 2018, and it grossed over $320 million worldwide, becoming a commercial success. It is set in the music industry of the 1970s and 1980s, and it explores themes of stage anxiety, addiction, and the struggle to find true love.
**Teacher uses songs to teach grammar**

**GROVELAND**

Melissa Corbett, a fifth grade teacher at the Healthy Learning Academy, and students prepare to sing their grammar lessons. Nov. 12.

The Miami Herald reports both are completing their seventh and final year, go to school.

Senior Matthew Fernandez men- 
tion 21-year-old Howard through the school's Best Buddies program and says special needs students are treated like family there.

Earlier this year, Fernandez and Rouse went to Tallahassee and 

Eustis: A special training for landlords and investors

A special training for landlords or those looking to invest in rental property offers information on fair housing, energy efficiency and sus- tainability at this event scheduled from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., Dec. 11, held at the Eustis Women's Club building, 227 N. Center St. Lunch is included and seating is limited.

A reservation is required by Nov. 25. Call 352-742-6540 or send an email to aeloir@lakecountyfl.gov.

**LEESBURG**

City library hosts sale at Barbara Morse bookstore

Check the Barbara Morse Bookstore at the Leesburg Public Library, 100 E. Main St., in downtown on Wednesday for sale priced items on hardcover and paperback books.

The library is closed Fridays and Saturdays. It's open on a.m. daily and Saturday. For information, call 352-728-9790.

**MIAMI**

Special needs students crowned at homecoming

Two Miami high school stu- dents with special needs have been crowned homecoming king and queen.

Students repeatedly shouted Howard Rouse’s name during the fair at Southwest Miami High last weekend. Nearly 75 percent of the students voted Rouse as king. Special needs student 22-year-old Isis Chirino was named his queen.

Isis Chirino was named his queen.

Howard Rouse’s name during the homecoming dance with students.

“Everybody likes Rouse because he’s someone who isn’t afraid to sing and dance with students,” she said. “And I thought, ‘Well, I can do that,’” she said. When brought her guitar to her interview with HLA and sang a song about short vowel sounds to Principal Ann Elgan.

And I said, ‘I’m throw- ing away every other ap- plication,’” Elgan said.

**TAVARES**

Doctor disciplined after accusations of having sex with female patient

The Florida Department of Law Enforcement reportedly has been in- vestigating claims that George R. Lecky and Lecky vi- sited Florida's Governor- nament in the Sunshine Law by discussing police dispatching with a po- liceman who was assigned to a store parking lot on June 21. The city attorney issued a “notice of intent to file a complaint” but the city charter dictates that a complaint must be filed within 60 days of the notice.

Rather, probation is a su- bject to a cease and desist order. The order was hand- ed down by the Board to make (Santi) aware of certain obli- gations to (his) patients and the profession,” according to the complaint.

During the probation, Santi also must maintain a log that identifies all fe- male patients. It is not known if Santi still works at the Express Care.

**GROVELAND**

City plans to fill vacated top council post with vice mayor

Former mayor James Gearhart resigned Wednesday, leaving a va- cant seat on the council.

City officials said they would fill that position by appointment or by filing a petition to have the remainder of the term filled by special election. A deadline has not been set.
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Vincent “Vinny” Folgore cherished the joy and jokes of all kinds. As he mingling and laughing with those around him smile. He made sure to keep to travel and was always making plans for his next adventure. He made sure to keep those around him smile and laughing with jokes of all kinds. As he cherished the joy and happiness of those he loved. He met his loving wife, Danielle E. Burdette, with whom he shared 36 incredible years in marriage. Together they have two beautiful children, daughter, Nina, and son, Gino. He was a man of life and love. He lived every moment to the fullest, spending time with his family and friends. He had the most beautiful and radiant smile, that greeted everyone with warmth and love. A devoted husband, beloved son, brother, a loving dad and caring friend to countless people. He will truly and deeply be missed by all who knew him and loved him, as we all years to be with him again. A visitation will be held on Tuesday, November 19th, 2013 from 3 PM to 7 PM at the Allen J Harden Funeral Home, 1806 N. Donnelly St., Mount Dora, FL. A Vigil service will follow at 7 PM. A Mass of Resurrection will be held on Wednesday, November 20th, 2013 at 10 AM at St. Mary of The Lakes Catholic Church 218 Oakland Ave. Eustis, FL. Burial will follow at Pine Forest Cemetery in Mount Dora.

The Family remembers that donations be made in Vinny’s name to St. Luke’s Minff Gurne Center 13920 USF Magnolia Drive, Tampa, FL 81322. Please be sure to share your condolences at www.allenjharden.com

Ronald E. Hartman
Ronald Earl Hartman, age 87, of Tavares, FL, died Saturday, November 16, 2013. He was born in Leesburg, FL in 1926, he married Marcene Blakely. Together they enjoyed 63 years of marriage and four loving children. They resided in Lakes Catholic Church, 750 Magnolia Drive, Tam- pa, FL 33612. Please be sure to gather on the tribute wall at www.strongerthannever.com.

Ronald was preceded in death by his wife, Marcene, his son, Michael and his daughter, Pamela Sheers. He is survived by his sons, Ronald (Stephanie) Hartman of Howey-in-the-Hills, FL and James (Danna) Hartman of Santa Barbara, CA; grandchildren, Troy, Tah, Tricia, Elizabeth, Adam, Zachary, Kelsey and Ashley; great grandchildren, Kourney, Garrett, Hayley and Gavin; a great grandson, Mason; one brother and one sister. Ronald will be greatly missed by all who knew him. Family and friends are invit- ed to gather on Saturday, November 23 from 10:00 – 11:00 am with a funeral service follow- ing at 11:00 am in the funeral home chapel. Burial will follow at Florida Memorial Cemetery in Howey-in-the-Hills. Arrangements are entrusted to Stevers- son, Hamlin & Black Funeral Directors, Leesburg, FL. Condolences and memo- ries may be shared on the tribute wall at www.strongerthannever.com.

Annie M. Chini
Annie M. Chini, 91, of Leesburg, died Friday, Nov. 15, 2013. Byers Funeral Home and Cre- matory, Leesburg.

Thomas E. Coleman
Thomas E. Coleman, 64, of Coleman, died Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013. Bank/Page-Thues Funer- al Home and Cre- mation Services.

Doris P. Lantz
Doris P. Lantz, 83, of Lake Panasoffkee, died Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013. Bank/Page-Thues Funer- al Home and Cre- mation Services.

Tornadoes, damaging storms hit Midwest

CHICAGO — Intense thunderstorms and tornadoes swept across a number of Midwest states Sun- day, causing damage in several central Illinois communities while sending people to their basements for shelter and even prompting one community to send its population to Chicago to evacuate the stands and post-pone the Bears game.

Amid reports of property damage in the small central Illinois community of Wash- ington, another reported tornado touched down in Washington, Metamora, Morton and other central communities, though officials could not say whether it was one tornado do touching down or several. Weather official- s said it was moving northeast about 60 mph. East Peoria is about 150 miles south- west of Chicago.

This is a very dan- gerous situation,” said Russell Schneider, di- rector of the weather service’s Storm Predic- tion Center. “Approximately 53 million in 10 states are at significant risk for thunderstorms and tornadoes.”

In memory

Obituaries
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ACTUAL CAREPLUS MEMBER

“They send a monthly summary of my medications and how much I spent on prescriptions. My costs are minimal – because they cover a lot.”

Time to Choose a Medicare Plan.
CALL US NOW!

Like to save money at the pharmacy?
On average, CarePlus members save up to $5,5351 a year in prescription drug costs!

One of the top-rated Medicare Advantage Plans in Florida!

CareOne (HMO) looks out for your health and your pocketbook with benefits like these:

• $0 copay for Tier 1 and 2 prescription drugs
• $0 copay for primary care physician office visits
• $0 copay for dental coverage valued at $1,000
• $0 copay for preventive screenings
• $2,850 initial coverage limit for prescription drugs
• SilverSneakers® Fitness Program
and MORE benefits!

Enroll today and you may be able to start saving! Call now.
1-855-379-2450 (TTY: 711)

From 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., 7 days a week. From February 15th to September 30th, we are open Monday – Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Lake, Marion and Sumter Counties. CarePlus is an HMO plan with a Medicare contract. Enrollment in CarePlus depends on contract renewal. The benefit information provided is a brief summary, not a complete description of benefits. For more information contact the plan. Limitations, copayments, and restrictions may apply. Benefits, formulary, pharmacy network, provider network, premium and/or copayments/coinsurance may change on January 1 of each year. GHP Benefit Value Determination Report 2013, Based on the average usual and customary retail price before insurance for dental services in Florida. Medicare evaluates plans based on a 5-Star rating system. Star Ratings are calculated each year and may change from one year to the next. ‘2013 CarePlus Member Savings Report. This report shows the average savings on prescription drugs. It compares CarePlus members’ out-of-pocket costs and premiums for prescription drugs covered by their plan to retail prices for drugs purchased by individuals without insurance.
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Boeing takes $100 billion in orders from Gulf

Dubai, United Arab Emirates — U.S.-based Boeing Co dominated on the first day of the Dubai Airshow, netting $100 billion in orders at an event that showcased the spending power and ag- gressive expansion efforts of the Middle East’s Gulf carriers.

The 342 orders represented more than twice the value of those seen by European rival Airbus, who said it took 142 orders worth some $40 billion. The massive commitments came from just four carriers in the tiny nations of Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, which are in a race to create more jobs for their own citizens and diversify their oil-dependent economies.

“In recent years, much of the action in the Middle East has shifted to the U.A.E. and Qatar from other oil-rich Gulf states, so we are putting our emphasis on the region. We believe that the Gulf region has great potential,” Boeing CEO James McNerney Jr. said.

The massive commitment for 342 of the revamped 777X, worth $100 billion, was the largest order the world’s biggest plane manufacturer has ever received.

“For Boeing and Airbus, the Dubai Airshow has become a key battleground for new aircraft and big-ticket orders that can shape the companies’ outlooks for years,” said a Dubai-based aerospace industry analyst.

The $75 billion order marks the beginning of a new era in global aviation. It shows the growing importance of the Middle East as a global aviation hub.

“We are excited to receive this order from Dubai-based Emirates, which is a leading airline in the region and a key partner in our efforts to grow the aviation industry in the Middle East,” said McNerney.

The order includes 78 777X aircraft, 33 777-9s and 78 777-8s. The first aircraft is expected to be handed over in 2020, with deliveries stretching out until 2022.

“We believe that the 777X is the right aircraft for us, and we are confident that Emirates will be able to operate it safely and efficiently,” said Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum, President of the Dubai Civil Aviation, center left.

Dubai hopes to have 160 million passengers pass through its airport by 2030, making it one of the world’s busiest hubs.

Emirates, which is in a race to replace its older aircraft with the 777X, has already ordered 100 of the new aircraft.

“Emirates is committed to flying the 777X, which will be the world’s largest passenger aircraft, and we look forward to working closely with Boeing on this exciting project,” said Al Maktoum.

The order also comes as Dubai plans to build a new airport, further enhancing its status as a global aviation hub.

“Dubai will continue to operate as a global aviation hub, with a focus on sustainability and innovation,” said Al Maktoum.

Dubai has invested heavily in its airport infrastructure, with plans to make it one of the world’s largest airports.

“Dubai is a key player in global aviation, and we are proud to be part of its growth,” said Al Maktoum.

The Dubai Airshow is one of the world’s largest aviation events, with companies from around the world showcasing their latest aircraft and technology.

“Dubai has become an important hub for aviation in the Middle East, and we are proud to be part of its growth,” said Al Maktoum.
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Venezuela's crackpot economic crackdown

There seems to be no economic problem that Venezuela's new president, Nicolas Maduro, can't make worse. Maduro inherited from his predecessor, longtime strongman Hugo Chavez, a bountry, not to say incoherent, form of socialism called "Bolivarism," that was slowly wrecking the economy of the oil-rich nation. Instead of quietly scrapping those policies after Chavez' death last spring, Maduro chose to double down on them. By tying to its artificially low prices for such basics as food and electronics, Maduro has created shortages, an artificial inflation rate of over 50 percent, one of the highest in the world, a U.S. dollar trading at 10 times the official rate, and a money supply that grew over 70 percent last year.

Traditionally, Venezuela, a nation of 30 million with some of the world's largest proven oil reserves, has been bailed out by periodic spikes in the price of crude oil, but the United States, Venezuela's best customer, has started producing more oil than it imports.

With the major appliance stores closed and facing municipal elections next month, Maduro dispatched his security forces to enforce government price controls. Maduro denounced the stores as "bourgeois parasites" and advisedly called on Venezuelans to "empty the shelves," which at the government's laughably low prices, they were happy to do. Maduro then had to call out the national guard to force the stores to honor those prices and to keep order among the thousands of Venezuelans who lined up to take advantage of them.

With the major appliance stores closed and unable to restock, Maduro is threatening to confiscate stores in other retail sectors and in asking Congress to grant special powers to run the economy by decree. Maduro, who controls the press, thereby restricted-accessed Press that the "politics of polarization eventually exhausts itself. You can't continue in perpetuity offering solutions to people's problems that don't work."

Sadly for the average Venezuelan, Maduro seems to end it all.
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Stenson wins World Tour Championship

MARCIA DUGAIN / Associated Press

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates — Martin Stenson won the season-ending World Tour Championship on Sunday after shooting an 8-under 64 in the final round.

The Swede became the first golfer to win the PGA Tour’s FedEx Cup and European Tour’s Race to Dubai in the same season.

“It is still taking a little time to sink in what I’ve achieved this week as was the case when I won the FedEx Cup but then it just kept getting better and better as the days went on and I

Baylor closes on Ohio State in BCS

MLSPA ASSOC

Baylor closed in on third-place Ohio State in the latest BCS standings.

The Bears and Buckeyes have little hope of catching first-place Alabama or second-place Florida State in the race to the BCS championship game without a loss from one of the top two.

The Buckeyes are ahead of the Bears in both the Harris and USA Today coaches’ polls, but behind Baylor in the computer rankings. The combined average of the six computer rankings has the Bear, with Alabama and Florida State tied for first. Ohio State is fifth in the computers.

BOWL CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES STANDINGS

1 — Alabama .988 points
2 — Florida St. .966
3 — Oregon .946
4 — Baylor .939
5 — Ohio St. .931
6 — Auburn .928
7 — Georgia .924
8 — Missouri .921
9 — Stanford .899
10 — Oklahoma St. .874
11 — UCf .873

AP rankings, See Page B2

Rainey, Bucs win again, top slumping Falcons 41-28

FRED GOODALL

TAMPA — Bobby Rainey’s never lacked confidence in himself. All he wants is an opportunity to show he can play in the NFL.

“That’s my motivation, when people tell me what I can and cannot do,” the diminutive running back said Sunday after rushing for 160 yards and scoring three touchdowns to help the Tampa Bay Buccaneers dominate the Atlanta Falcons 41-28.

Pick up on the waif who was left out, Rainey is playing for his third team in less than two seasons. This performance came six days after he carried the ball for the first time with Bucs and played a key role in helping them get their first win.

“To come back and do it again today was huge,” Rainey said.

The 5-foot-8, 212-pounder whose lack of size hurt his chances of being drafted is making his mark while filling in for the injured Doug Martin and Mike James.

Rainey scored on first-half runs of 43 and 3 yards, then caught a 4-yard TD pass from Mike Glennon in the third quarter to help the Bucs (2-8) win for the second straight time following an 0-8 start.

The previous week, he rushed for 45 yards and scored the go-ahead touchdown in a 22-19 victory over Miami. He began the season as a kick returner and back-up running back with the Cleveland Browns.

“He stepped up. We put a lot on his plate, but he’s handled it well,” receiver Vincent Jackson said.

“He’s being very coachable. He’s taking in everything that’s being asked of him, doing a great job in the passing game as well, picking up blocks,” he said. “I see the kid being successful the rest of this year. We put guys in position to be successful. Hats off to our coach-es for working with him, putting the time in so he can go out there and compete.”

Matt Ryan threw an 80-yard TD pass to Harry Douglas, extending his streak of consecutive games with at least one passing touchdown to 16 games. He threw a 6-yard TD pass from Mike Glennon in the third quarter to help the Bucs (2-8) win for the second straight time following an 0-8 start.

The previous week, he rushed for 45 yards and scored the go-ahead touchdown in a 22-19 victory over Miami. He began the season as a kick returner and back-up running back with the Cleveland Browns.
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“He’s being very coachable. He’s taking in everything that’s being asked of him, doing a great job in the passing game as well, picking up blocks,” he said. “I see the kid being successful the rest of this year. We put guys in position to be successful. Hats off to our coach-es for working with him, putting the time in so he can go out there and compete.”
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The Czechs won their second straight Davis Cup title, with last year’s first as an independent nation. Serbia won its only crown in 2010, beating France in Belgrade.

Lajovic, who has a 5-12 record on the ATP tour and had never played in the Davis Cup before this weekend, replaced Janko Tipsarevic, who missed the final with a heel injury.

He also lost his first singles match, defeated in his first career best-of-five-set match — and was thus out of the biggest match of his life against Stepanek. The 23-year-old Stepanek, who helped push on the opening game of the match, said he knew that the previous two consecutive losses will take a 5-2 lead.

Stepanek then broke Lajovic 3-1 in the final set and add another before serving out the victory.

Serbia captain Bogdan Obradovic said his team’s chances of winning the event were hurt by Tipsarevic’s injury and a 12-month doping ban against Viktor Troicki, who helped Serbia win its only title.

“We couldn’t find the real Rafael Nadal out here,” Bugdanovic said. “We’ll try the next year.”

The Czechs got the crucial point in Saturday’s double to go up 2-1. The second-ranked Stepanek then kept alive Serbia’s hopes by defeating Brody 6-4, 6-2, Sunday to improve his career record against the Czechs to 14-2.

The Bucs opened the season against the Eagles in the opening round of the College Football Playoff. They finished the season with a 30-0 loss to the Vols.

However, the team got off to a strong start, winning the first game of the year.

The Bucs opened the season against the Eagles in the opening round of the College Football Playoff. They finished the season with a 30-0 loss to the Vols.

However, the team got off to a strong start, winning the first game of the year.
**Downpour delays game**

CHICAGO — The Chicago Bears’ game against the Baltimore Ravens was delayed about two hours because of a torrential downpour.

Play was stopped with 4:51 left in the first quarter when fans were ordered to seek cover.

Players stayed on the sideline for a few minutes before heading to the locker room as heavy rains and strong winds hit.

The rain was so heavy it looked as if the Chicago skyline was gone. More than two hours later, the game was resumed with the Bears winning 21-20.

**Embellished Dolphins stop Chargers to win, 20-16**

MIAMI GARDENS — The Miami Dolphins ended a dismal week with something to celebrate.

Miami beat San Diego without a touchdown over the final three quarters, andurent Grimes broke up Philip Rivers’ final pass in the end zone as time expired, giving the embellished Dolphins a 20-16 win Sunday.

Ryan Tannehill threw for 268 yards, including a 39-yard touchdown pass to Brian Hartline, who broke two tackles on the play. Miami managed 104 rushing yards on a muddy field.

The victory came amid a harassment scandal that has raised questions about the team’s locker room culture. An NFL special investigator will question players this week about what might have happened between offensive tackle Jonathan Martin and guard Richie Incognito.

On the game's opening drive, the Dolphins drove 70 yards to set up their first touchdown. A way Mathews ran for 127, including a 5-yard score to Miami 25. On the final play, a harried Rivers lofted a pass toward Vincent Brown in the end zone, but the 5-foot-10 Grimes leaped to swat the ball to the turf.

Rivers threw for 298 yards and Ryan Mathews ran for 127, including a career-best 51-yard dash to set up a field goal. But the Chargers had 76 yards in penalties, including two infractions that cost them 11 points in the first half.

Miami played at home for the first time since the scandal broke. The stands were less than two-thirds full, and an airplane banner reflected the mood by calling for the firing of real manager Jeff Ireland, who has long been in disfavor with fans.

Because center Mike Pouncey missed the game with an illness, the Dolphins had three backups starting in the offensive line. Martin is sidelined while his harassment allegations are investigated, and Incognito was suspended.

The Dolphins gave up four sacks, increasing their season total to 41, but allowed 155 yards to each to limit the Chargers’ time of possession.

In the game’s opening drive, the Dolphins drove 76 yards — with all but 2 yards through the air — for a field goal.

Chargers repeatedly hurt the Dolphins. Cory Liuget was flagged for roughing the passer to negate a touchdown recovery at the Chargers 1, and two plays later the Dolphins scored a touchdown.
AUSTIN, Texas — Four-time world champion Sebastian Vettel set a Formula One single-season record with his eighth consecutive victory, winning the U.S. Grand Prix with yet another dominating drive.

Starting from the pole position, Vettel got through the critical first turn with his trademark quick start and gave the field no chance to catch his Red Bull car.

Vettel charges into next weekend’s season finale in Brazil with a chance to tie Michael Schumacher’s Formula One record of 13 victories in a single season. Schumacher set the mark in 2004, and also won seven straight races that year. Vettel also is closing on the overall Formula One record for consecutive victories of nine, set by Alberto Ascari over parts of the 1952 and ’53 seasons.

Lotus’ Romain Grosjean of France was second, his best finish this year.

Vettel’s Red Bull teammate, Mark Webber of Australia, was third.

As he’s done twice before, Vettel spun his car through several doughnuts after the checkered flag, a move that has drawn fines from the sport’s governing body. Vettel hardly seemed to care, however, telling his crew over his radio, “We have to remember these days. I love you guys. We have an incredible team spirit. I’m so proud of you. I love you.”

Vettel later appeared to wipe away tears while standing on the podium while listening to the German national anthem.

The 26-year-old Vettel made his Formula One debut at 19 in the 2007 U.S. Grand Prix in Indianapolis and now has an American title that escaped him last year. Vettel led the 2012 race in Austin most of the way until Lewis Hamilton passed him with 14 laps to go and went on to win. Vettel had called that a frustrating result and ruthlessly dominated the field this time.

He avoided any danger in the treacherous first corner that pushes the drivers up 133 feet out of the start and into a blind turn left back down the hill.

Typical of his quick starts, Vettel immediately started putting distance between himself and the other cars. Schumacher’s Formula One record of 13 victories in a single season. Schumacher set the mark in 2004, and also won seven straight races that year. Vettel also is closing on the overall Formula One record for consecutive victories of nine, set by Alberto Ascari over parts of the 1952 and ’53 seasons.

Lotus’ Romain Grosjean of France was second, his best finish this year.
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Vettel later appeared to wipe away tears while standing on the podium while listening to the German national anthem.
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He avoided any danger in the treacherous first corner that pushes the drivers up 133 feet out of the start and into a blind turn left back down the hill.
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Johannesburg — The Russian drug-testing lab for February’s Winter Olympics in Sochi faces suspension unless it significantly improves the reliability of its results by Dec. 1.

The World Anti-Doping Agency has provisionally suspended the Moscow Anti-Doping Center on Sunday, saying its operations must improve or a six-month ban on the facility’s accreditation will be imposed.

The WADA announcement of the possible suspension comes just three months before the start of the Sochi Games.

In its statement, WADA said the suspension will be enacted unless the center demonstrates by Dec. 1 that it is preparing a quality management program to increase confidence in its operations, and that by April 1 of 2014 the improved program has been "drafted, finalized, implemented and embedded.”

WADA is not the responsible medical authority for the upcoming Olympics but said it “strongly suggests” the International Olympic Committee “consider appropriate action to ensure the complete integrity of all analysis” at the laboratory both in Moscow and the satellite facility at the Sochi Games.

The IOC gave the Russian facility its support, saying in a statement that it is “confident that all the necessary measures will be taken and the Sochi lab will be fully functioning during the Games. The integrity of the Games-time testing program will remain unaffected by these developments, indeed it will be strengthened,” an IOC statement added.

WADA regularly checks that its accredited labs are working properly by sending them “blind samples,” samples meant as tests to ensure the lab is giving correct findings, and not false positives or false negatives.

Labs deemed non-compliant with WADA standards can have their accreditation revoked — as has happened with the Rio de Janeiro lab that had been scheduled to test samples at next year’s World Cup in Brazil. FIFA will instead have to fly World Cup samples to the lab in Lausanne, Switzerland.

The Moscow lab handled drug tests for the world track and field championships in August and is also due to do the same for the Sochi games as its satellite lab in Lausanne. Switzerland. Should the Moscow lab lose its WADA accreditation revoked, the facility in Sochi would likely not be able to operate.
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**SOUTH LAKE MERCHANT DIRECTORY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Gingerbread Insurance</strong></th>
<th><strong>Mattress Market of Florida</strong></th>
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</thead>
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**Out of the Blue**
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A WORLD-CLASS MEDICAL TEAM...

Delivering premier medical care with compassion and understanding has been the gold standard for almost 2 decades at PREMIER MEDICAL ASSOCIATES & URGENT CARE.

**WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING SERVICES:**

- CT Scans
- Nuclear Stress Test
- Electrocardiograms
- Ultrasound
- Holter Monitor
- Cardiac Clinic
- X-rays
- Glucose Monitoring
- Prenatal/Postpartum
- Ultrasound
- Cancer Screenings
- Birth certificates
- Breast Density
- Full Laboratory
- IN-HOUSE PHARMACY FOR OUR PATIENTS

**PREMIER MEDICAL ASSOCIATES AND URGENT CARE OPEN 365 DAYS!**

**5 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:**

- Orlando: 352-259-2159
- Leesburg: 352-728-3939
- Clermont: 352-432-3901
- Ocala: 352-404-3440
- Orlando: 352-308-9949

**www.pma-physicians.com**

**www.pmaflorida.com**

**Clermont • Minneola • Groveland • Mascotte • Montverde • Four Corners**
MELBOURNE, Australia — Matt Kuchar successfully defended his Australian Masters title for his second victory in two weekends, scrambling Sunday for an even-par 71 and a two-shot victory over Matt Kuchar at wind-swept Royal Mel- bourne.

Kuchar won the Australian PGA's last week in his first event in Australia since win-
ning the U.S. Masters in April.

LORENA OCHOA INVITATIONAL

CoacHs at the Mexican Open — Lorena Ochoa Invitational — recalled the romance that launched the careers of their proteges.

One of the NFL's most conserva-
tive coaches in terms of on-going fourth down a year ago, Rivera now rarely miss-
es an opportunity to keep his offense on the field, saying to them “go for it” and pick up the first down and seize momentum.

The thing I real-
y like is the guys who
are able to appre-
ciate me showing faith
in what we are as a foot-
ball team," Rivera said.

He works hard and all
that, and he's not afraid
to go for touchdowns in-
stead of field goals.

The nickname "Riv-
eroot Ron" seemed
destined to slowly fade into Panthers folklore. But it received new life when Rivera's daugh-
ter, Courtney, re-posted on Instagram a pho-
to-shopped picture of Rivera as a riverboat gambler in a black tuxedo, a cigar in one hand and a gun in the other.

Said Ohm: "Going for
it has shown he has
confidence in us as an
offense."

The Panthers went
on to win 35-10.

"What more does he
date me show up for
the Panthers in 2013?"

In the past five games
the Panthers have gone
fourth down six times
and converted four, five
resulting in touchdowns, includ-
ing a 14-yard pass from
Cam Newton to Greg
Ohm on a play-action fake
against Atlanta.

Said Ohm: "Going for
it has shown he has
confidence in us as an
offense."

Rivera's new ap-
proach is far different
from a year ago when
he went 0-for-4 down
fourth with less than
any coach in the league
with the exception of
Braves coach John Fox, the
man he replaced in
2011.

Rivera said it's all
"played by the book" but came to real-
ize that, hey, there is no
book. Sometimes, he
said, you just have to
"go for touchdowns in
stead of field goals.
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**GOLF**

Scott wins Aussie Masters

No. 21 Irish lose 1st Nov
game home in 14 years

**COLLEGE BASKETBALL**

No. 21 Irish lose 1st Nov
game home in 14 years

**NFL FOOTBALL**

Rivers now has
each threw 80 yards in
the final two minutes
to beat the Panthers 24-21
on a 2-yard touchdown pass
by Eli Manumur.

Rivera said he's all
"played by the book" but came to real-
ize that, hey, there is no
book. Sometimes, he
Florida State quarterback Jameis Winston (5) passes with pressure from Texas Tech defender Christian Covington before throwing the ball away during the second quarter of an NCAA college football game at Darrell K Royal Memorial Stadium in Austin, Texas, Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013. (AP Photo/Michael Thomas)

No. 2 Florida St. rolls, investigation continues

A female student first made the report to have a campus police officer on Dec. 7, 2012 and the case eventually suspended. None of that is within the Seminoles’ control, and Fisher says Winston and the team have not become a distraction on the field. (FLORIDA TIMES-UNION/DAVID ROSSIK)

Individually, Winston was 11 of 19 for 149 yards with one interception. He also rushed for 50 yards on 14 carries. (AP Photo/Michael Thomas)

BAYLOR earns highest ranking ever

Baylor quarterback Bryce Petty (15) runs for a touchdown during the second quarter of an NCAA college football game against TCU, Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013, in Waco, Texas. (AP Photo/Stephen Spillman)

Baylor (9-0) moved up 14-0 on two TD catches by standouts Lache Seastrunk, second-string running back Glaco Martin and game receiver Tevin Beason. They have accounted for a combined 24 touchdowns.

Baylor is now 11-0 and No. 1 in the Big 12. (AP Photo/Sam Riche)
A WIN, WIN SITUATION!

7AM TO 7PM
7 DAYS A WEEK!

- Factory trained technical service advisors
- Fast, same day service-fully stocked trucks
- Next day installation on system replacements
- FREE 2nd opinion on any repair
- We service all makes & models
- FREE detailed, written estimates on system replacements

THERMOCOOL
AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING
201 W Miller St, Fruitland Park, FL 34731
352-326-5530
www.ThermoCoolAir.com

HALLMARK OF MY CUSTOMER COMMITMENT

My Promise: 100% Satisfaction, Unconditional Money Back Guarantee!
I Call it My One Year Test Drive.

If you are not completely satisfied for any reason, simply contact me within one year of your purchase date and I will remove the system you purchased at my expense. You will then receive a prompt refund of the products purchase price. This promise is in writing and is good toward any service I offer, including repairs and system replacements. You are either absolutely delighted with the entire experience or you get a full refund. It’s that simple and as promised, no fine print and no conditions.

My name is Michael Raffensberger and I look forward to offering you exceptional service for years to come.

Regular $4,785
You Save $1,208
Now $3,777

New Bryant 3 Ton Air Conditioning System Just $2,977

New Bryant 3 Ton, Mobile Home, Heat Pump Package Unit Installed Just $3,577

3 Ton-AC Heat Pump Installed!
10 Year Warranty!
Offer expires November 30, 2013

10 Year Warranty!
Offer expires November 30, 2013

27-Step Precision A/C System Tune-Up & Professional Cleaning $57.77
(Reg. $129)

*Limit 1 coupon per customer.
Offer expires November 30, 2013

*SAC1817167

Servicing our Central Florida Customers for over 21 years.
Licensed, Bonded & Insured.
Health check

LEESBURG

‘Books are Fun’ fundraiser to be held at hospital

The Leesburg Regional Medical Center Auxiliary will host a ‘Books are Fun’ book sale fundraiser for the Auxiliary from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m., Friday at the hospital west lobby, Dixie Highway. Purchases can be made by credit card, cash or payroll deduction. For information, call Kosky Saunders at 352-756-2062.

ATLANTA

Baby illnesses tied to parents nixing newborn shot

Health officials are reporting four Tennessee cases of a rare infant illness that have been linked to parents refusing a routine shot for newborns.

The four Nashville-area infants suffered brain or stomach bleeding earlier this year. Their parents had declined vitamin K shots, which have routinely been given to newborns since 1981. The shots improve blood clotting and prevent internal bleeding. All four children were treated with vitamin K and survived.

Last week, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said the illnesses were the first tied to parents opting out of the shots, reports of vitamin K deficiency are rare. The CDC said the parents cited a belief that the shots weren’t necessary or cause leukemia. Officials say neither is true.

BERLIN

Drug-resistant bacteria spreading in Europe

A last-line defense against dangerous infections is becoming less effective in Europe because bacteria are increasingly resistant to drugs.

The European Center for Disease Prevention and Control says countries in Europe are recording increasing numbers of cases where hospital-acquired bacterial infections can’t be treated with antibiotics called carbapenems.

The agency said in a report released Friday that five southern European countries saw carbapenem-resistant bloodstream infections with Klebsiella pneumoniae bacteria last year, compared with two countries in 2009.

It also said resistant Acinetobacter species have been found in more than a quarter of all infections in eight of 38 reporting countries.

ECDC Director Marc Sprenger called the findings a “very worrying development” for the treatment of diseases that for decades had been thought conquered thanks to antibiotics.

CHICAGO

Identical twins share breast cancer, surgery

CHICAGO — Identical twins Kelly McCarthy and Kristen Maurer have shared a lot in their lives so when one was diagnosed with breast cancer, she urged the other to get tested, too.

“You just do everything together, don’t you,” the doctor told Maurer before delivering the bad news that she, too, had the disease.

Now the 34-year-old twins from Crown Point, Ind., are sharing a medical rarity: Maurer donated skin and fat tissue for McCarthy’s breast resection.

“It wasn’t a question, she didn’t have to ask me,” said Maurer, a college enrollment counselor. “Having a twin is very like having a child. You would do anything for them … in a heartbeat.”

The first successful organ transplant was between identical twins in Boston in 1954 and involved a kidney.

Since then, identical twins have been involved in many other transplant operations, involving kidneys and other organs, bone marrow and stem cells. But breast resection between identical twins has only been done a handful of times, Maurer and McCarthy, a nurse, are among the youngest patients.

Identical twins are ideal donors because their skin, tissue and organs are perfect genetic matches, explained Dr. David Song, chief of plastic and reconstructive surgery at the University of Chicago Medical Center. And that makes the shots unnecessary or cause leukemia. The parents cited a belief that the shots weren’t necessary or cause leukemia. Officials say neither is true.
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It also said resistant Acinetobacter species have been found in more than a quarter of all infections in eight of 38 reporting countries.

ECDC Director Marc Sprenger called the findings a “very worrying development” for the treatment of diseases that for decades had been thought conquered thanks to antibiotics.

CHICAGO — Identical twins Kelly McCarthy and Kristen Maurer have shared a lot in their lives so when one was diagnosed with breast cancer, she urged the other to get tested, too.

“You just do everything together, don’t you,” the doctor told Maurer before delivering the bad news that she, too, had the disease.

Now the 34-year-old twins from Crown Point, Ind., are sharing a medical rarity: Maurer donated skin and fat tissue for McCarthy’s breast resection.

“It wasn’t a question, she didn’t have to ask me,” said Maurer, a college enrollment counselor. “Having a twin is very like having a child. You would do anything for them … in a heartbeat.”

The first successful organ transplant was between identical twins in Boston in 1954 and involved a kidney.

Since then, identical twins have been involved in many other transplant operations, involving kidneys and other organs, bone marrow and stem cells. But breast resection between identical twins has only been done a handful of times, Maurer and McCarthy, a nurse, are among the youngest patients.

Identical twins are ideal donors because their skin, tissue and organs are perfect genetic matches, explained Dr. David Song, chief of plastic and reconstructive surgery at the University of Chicago Medical Center. And that makes the shots unnecessary or cause leukemia. The parents cited a belief that the shots weren’t necessary or cause leukemia. Officials say neither is true.
WASHINGTON — Boys are slightly more likely to be born premature than girls, and they tend to fare worse, too, says a new report on the health of the world’s newborns.

“This is a double whammy for boys,” Dr. David Lawn of the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, who led the team of researchers.

“It’s a pattern that happens over the world.”

The gender difference isn’t large. About 55 percent of preterm births in 2010 were male, the report found. Not is it clear exactly why it happens.

The finding comes from a series of international studies being published Friday that examine newborn health and prematurity.

About 15 million babies worldwide are born too soon, most of them in Africa and parts of Asia where survival is difficult for fragile newborns.

Globally, about 1 million die of conditions at or shortly after birth, another million die of conditions for which prematurity is an added risk, the researchers calculated.

Friday’s report offers some of the first estimates of how many preterm survivors go on to suffer certain disabilities, and found that where those babies are born, and how early, determines their risk.

Overall, Lawn said about 7 percent of survivors have two of the most burdensome disabilities: neurologic developmental impairment ranging from learning disabilities to cerebral palsy, and vision loss. But the biggest risk is to the youngest preemies, those born before 28 weeks gestation Worldwide, 52 percent of them are estimated to have some degree of neurodevelopmental impairment, the report found.

Moreover, the risk of impairment in middle-income countries is double that of wealthy countries like the U.S.

For example, China is saving more preemies’ lives but at the cost of their vision, Lawn said.

Middle-income countries are missing out on a lesson the U.S. learned the hard way several decades ago, that giving these tiny babies too much oxygen can trigger a potentially blinding condition called retinopathy of prematurity.

“Disability is not something that’s inevitable. It’s preventable,” she said, calling for improved quality of care including eye checks to prevent or reduce vision loss.

The March of Dimes reported this month that 11.5 percent of U.S. births now are preemies.

That rate is inching down, thanks mostly to fewer babies being born just a few weeks early as standards for elective deliveries have tightened, but it still is higher than in similar countries.

For the public, the gender difference may be the most surprising finding of Friday’s report, although Dr. Edward McCabe of the March of Dimes says pediatric specialists have long noticed that baby boys start growing faster before birth, and how early, determines their risk.

We’d like to understand why it happens. We’d like to understand why this occurs,” McCabe said.

One possible reason: Mothers have a higher risk of certain pregnancy complications — high blood pressure and placenta abnormalities — when carrying boys, Lawn said.

But the biggest risk is to the boy preemie and a girl preemie are born at the same gestational age, the boy will be at higher risk of death or disability, she said.

But the report concluded there is too little information to quantify how big that risk is.

“Girls walk sooner than boys. They talk sooner than boys. They develop more quickly. That’s also true in utero,” Lawn said.

For a preterm baby, “the difference of a few days matter between a boy and a girl,” said the March’s McCabe.

And if a boy preemie and a girl share the same gestational age, “the boy will be at higher risk of death or disability,” she said.

That report found that if full-term boys also are more likely than girls to experience other newborn health problems including birth complications.

Other factors from the studies, funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the International Pediatric Research:...

Deaths in high-income countries — the U.S., Canada and most of Europe — mostly are from preemies born even a little premature are more likely than full-term babies to be rehospitalized or have learning and behavioral challenges.

In low-income countries, the biggest risk is to boys, according to the researchers.

Aside from preterm birth, other leading causes of death and disability among newborns include infectious diseases that block breathing: severe jaundice and infections.

Bird flu strain infects human for 1st time

ASSOCIATED PRESS

A Taiwanese woman caught a new strain of bird flu scientists have been watching for months.

In this April 11 file photo, a chicken is kept in a cage waiting to be inspected by health workers in Hong Kong. In May, a Taiwanese woman caught a new strain of bird flu scientists have been watching for months.

Scientists often monitor flu strains as they evolve into a pandemic threat, but none has yet evolved into a pandemic threat, but none has yet evolved into a pandemic threat, but none has yet evolved into a pandemic threat.
Food allergy awareness reaches president’s desk

WASHINGTON — The deaths of two girls in Illinois and Virginia from severe food aller -
gies have helped spur efforts to get schools to stockpile emergency medications that can save lives.

That effort has now reached the highest level: President Barack Obama’s desk. The president signed a bipartisan bill on Wednesday that offers financial incentive to states if schools stockpile epinephrine, one of the first steps to restrict com-
tary, ask schools to take

“...this is something that will save children’s lives,” Obama said, adding that his daugh-
ter Malia has a peanut allergy.

Several states have passed or are consid-
ering bills that also aim to stockpile epinephrine in schools, primarily in nursing homes, and last month, the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Preven-
tion issued its first guidelines to schools on how to protect kids with food allergies.

“Everything is moving in the direction where those who are responsible for our mission, which is to keep people safe and in-
cluded in schools,” said John Lehti, the chief ex-
ercise officer of the Food Allergy Research and Education advoca-
cy organization.

Epinephrine can be used for severe aller-
gic reactions — called anaphylaxis — in food as well as insect bites, latex and medication. Policies vary by school, district and state about the handling of epi-
nephrine and access to high-allergy-risk foods. Some schools have lunch tables that are peanut-free, for exam-
ple.

The epinephrine stockpiling is aimed primarily at children who have previously undiagnosed allergies or as a backup for those with known allergies.

Food allergy awareness reaches president’s desk

Examples of epinephrine pens that the Center for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines recommend that schools stock to combat food allergies are photographed in
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cluded in schools,” said John Lehti, the chief ex-
ercise officer of the Food Allergy Research and Education advoca-
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gic reactions — called anaphylaxis — in food as well as insect bites, latex and medication. Policies vary by school, district and state about the handling of epi-
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ple.

The epinephrine stockpiling is aimed primarily at children who have previously undiagnosed allergies or as a backup for those with known allergies.
eliminates the need for anti-rejection medica-
tion, he said.

Song performed the twins’ surgeries on
Tuesday and both fared well.

Typically, breast reconstruction surgery
involves implants or a woman’s own tis-
sue, sometimes tak-
en from the abdomen, thighs or buttocks.

But McCarthy is one of the few women who don’t have enough extra tissue; plus, radiation treatment damaged tissue near her breasts. So Maurer offered to be a donor.

McCarthy said her sister’s sacrifice, “just so I can feel better about myself ... is really humbling.”

With their blonde bobs, sparkling brown eyes and easy, engaging smiles, the twins are clearly mirror images of each other. Discovering breast cancer in identical twins isn’t unusual because of their exact genetic makeup, Song said. With twins, there’s also often a “mirror

TWINS FROM PAGE C1

ing effect,” with breast cancer developing in the opposite breasts, he said. That’s what happened with McCarthy and Maurer.

While their mother died from colon cancer last year, there is no family history of breast cancer.

McCarthy was diagnosed first, in Dec-
ember 2011, with tri-
ple-negative breast cancer, a hard-to-treat form of cancer whose growth is not fueled by hormones. She was nine months pregnant and her son was born a week later. Soon after she started treatment, chemotherapy, surgery to remove her right breast, and radiation.

Maurer was diag-
nosed with a very ear-
tly-stage cancer in her left breast a few months after her sister.

“Kelly was more up-
set than I was during my diagnosis, and like-
wise, when she was di-
agnosed I was a mess,” Maurer said.

Maurer had a dou-
ble mastectomy, rec-
nommed because her sister’s cancer was so aggressive, but she didn’t need chemother-
apy or radiation.

She had reconstruc-
tion with implants after the birth of her second child last March.

McCarthy’s operation this week involved a second mastectom-
y, and reconstruc-
tion of both breasts. Some of her own tis-
sue was used to fash-
ion one breast. At the same time, surgeons essentially performed a “tummy tuck” on Maurer, removing low-
er abdominal skin and fat tissue and trans-
planted it to her sister to create a second new breast.

The twins have al-
ways been extreme-
ly close, sometimes
speaking in unison or
completing each oth-
er’s sentences. But now, McCarthy said, “I feel closer. Her tissue is over my heart.”
ATTENTION
MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES

VISIT YOUR PRIMARY DOCTOR ANYTIME FOR ABSOLUTELY NOTHING

At PUP we want you to see your primary doctor as often as you’d like, so we make it easy with a $0 co-pay as part of your PUP Medicare Advantage Plan. So whether you go ten times or ten thousand times, you’ll pay absolutely nothing to see your primary care doctor. Plus, with a $0 monthly plan premium, you won’t pay anything more than you’re paying for Original Medicare.

Oh, and if you can’t get to your appointment, we’ll pick you up and drive you ourselves - free of charge.

PUP plans offer great benefits like:
• $0 additional monthly plan premium
• $0 deductible
• $0 visits with your Primary Care Physician (PCP)
• Up to $100 rebate of your monthly Medicare Part B premium
• Part D prescription drug coverage
• Comprehensive dental coverage
• Routine vision and hearing coverage
• Free all-access gym membership with SilverSneakers®
• Free transportation to and from your health care providers (New for 2014)
• And much more!

To learn more about your Medicare Advantage Plan options, simply attend one of our free, easy-to-understand informational seminars listed below.

CLERMONT
Bob Evans
2951 US-27
Nov 19, 26 @ 2:30pm
Family Physicians Group
1745 E Hwy 50, Suite B
Nov 22 @ 10am
Golden Corral
1555 Grand Hwy
Nov 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26 @ 11am & 1pm
SHOP
2589 US-27
Nov 25 @ 10pm & 2pm
South Lake Chamber of Commerce
620 W Montrose St
Nov 19, 26 @ 10am & 2pm

LEESBURG
Best Western Plus
1321 N 14th St
Nov 18, 20, 25, 27 @ 10am & 2pm
Nov 21, 29 @ 2:30pm
Golden Corral
1710 Citrus Blvd
Nov 19, 26 @ 11am & 2pm
Perkins
27811 S Hwy 27
Nov 20, 21, 22, 26 @ 2pm
Nov 21, 22, 25 @ 10am
Nov 22 @ 12pm
The Plantation Golf Club
4720 Plantation Blvd
Nov 18 @ 10am & 2pm

UMATILLA
Umatilla City Hall
1 S. Central Ave
Nov 25 @ 10am & 2pm

EUSTIS
Golden Corral
15813 US Hwy 441
Nov 22 @ 11am
Nov 27 @ 11am & 2pm

LADY LAKE
Holiday Inn Express
1205 Avenida Central
Nov 20, 22, 25, 27 @ 2:30pm
Perkins
903 Bichara Blvd
Nov 19, 21 @ 2pm

Call to speak with a Licensed Benefits Navigator and reserve your seat today! 1-855-331-5973 TTY: 711 (service is limited) www.UAskPUP.com

PUP is an HMO plan with a contract with Medicare and the Federal Government. Enrollment in PUP depends on contract renewal. For more information about PUP, please contact us at 1-866-571-0693, TTY/TDD 711 (Mon. - Sun. 8am - 8pm). A sales person will be present with information and applications. For accommodation of persons with special needs, at sales meetings call 1-866-571-0693. TTY/TDD 711. The benefit information provided herein is a brief summary, not a complete description of benefits. For more information contact the plan. Limitations, copayments, and restrictions may apply. Benefits, formulary, pharmacy network, premium and/or co-payments/co-insurance may change on January 1 of each year. You must continue to pay your Medicare Part B premium. Member events are designed specifically for PUP Members. Free gift card without obligation. Limit one gift card per person from October 1 through December 31. H569H_PUP1106V2 CMS Accepted

Now all you need to Navigate your Medicare is one, little PUP ID card.

Attend a PUP seminar & receive a $10 gas gift card.
There is no obligation to enroll in the plan. Gift card cannot be converted to cash.
DEAR ABBY:
My mother-in-law tends to embrace every pitiful creature she comes into contact with. This Thanksgiving she has invited my ex-boyfriend and his wife to her home to share in the festivities. My ex was abusive to me most of the time, and we did not end on good terms. The woman he cheated on me with is now his wife. My ex was sneaky and manipulative, and I believe his only reason for wanting to be there is to check up on me and my husband. I have explained this to my husband and his mother, and told them I don’t feel comfortable with the situation. They both told me I am “overreacting” and that he was a part of my past and I have since moved on.

I feel the family I love has betrayed me. The idea of my ex being involved in what should be a comfortable family day has me afraid and uneasy. AM I overreacting? Or is my husband’s mother being unreasonable?

— DREADING THANKSGIVING

DEAR DREADING THANKSGIVING:
I do not think you are overreacting. It was insensitive of your mother-in-law to invite your abusive ex and his wife to the gathering without first checking with you. While you may have moved on, I can see why this would not be something you would look forward to. Frankly, it’s surprising that your mother-in-law would even know your ex — let alone invite him to her home.

— JEANNE PHILLIPS

DEAR ABBY:
I have been living on my own for three years. I recently moved back to my hometown and share a great apartment with my best friend from childhood. My mother has had a serious alcohol problem for as long as I can remember. She will be moving back to the area next month for a new job. Dad couldn’t get a job transfer, so he’ll have to stay at their current house, which is five hours away.

I love Mom, but I’m very worried because I will be her closest family member location-wise. Her drinking has grown progressively worse over the last few years and has been the cause of three major surgeries. If something happens while she’s living on her own, I don’t know what I’ll do. Talking to my family is useless. It gets brushed aside because they don’t want to deal with the pain after all these years. Do you have any suggestions to make this transition easier?

— HEAVY-HEARTED DAUGHTER IN VIRGINIA

DEAR HEAVY-HEARTED:
For the sake of your sanity, you must not assume responsibility for your mother’s drinking problem. Before she arrives, it would be helpful for you to attend some Al-Anon meetings or visit a chapter of Adult Children of Alcoholics World Service Organization. They can help you to maintain your emotional equilibrium as well as share experiences that will help you to cope with her without being overwhelmed.

Al-Anon should be listed in your phone directory because it is everywhere, or you can visit www.Al-AnonFamilyGroups.org. The website for Adult Children of Alcoholics is www.adultchildren.org.

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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— HEAVY-HEARTED DAUGHTER IN VIRGINIA
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**Sudoku**

```
8 2 5 4
9 5 8 2
4 7 9 5
7 1 3 4
3 4 7 1
5 4 2 1
```

**YESTERDAY’S SOLUTION**

6 9 5 7 4 1 3 3 9 2 7 6 3 5 9 8 4 1 2 5 6 8 3 7 2 4 9 1 8 3 5 7 9 5

How to play: Fill in the blank squares with the numbers 1 through 9 so that each horizontal row, vertical column and nine-square sub-grid contains no repeated numbers.

Puzzles range in difficulty from one to six stars.

The solution to today’s puzzle will be in tomorrow’s paper.

---

**AYXD.LBAX.R**

is **LONGFELLOW**

One letter stands for another. In this sample, A is used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the code letters are different.

**11-18**

**CRYPTOQUOTE**

L RFDS KLY UXOXV YN RFY.

ITV XS FD VRFBS L UNEF

RXN XLD YN EPLY UNZ

ENDDPIS ASUWLV. — PNTFD

P’LKNZ

**SATURDAY’S CRYPTOQUOTE:** DON’T BROOD. GET ON WITH LIVING AND LOVING. YOU DON’T HAVE FOREVER. — LEO BUSCAGLIA

---

**WORD SCRIMMAGE**

**BY JUDD HAMBRICK**

```
O STONNA
E EAATSL
E IRSLSB
CMIACL
```

**TIME LIMIT: 20 MIN.**

**AVERAGE GAME: 110-130 PTS**

```
1st DOWN 42
2nd DOWN 55
3rd DOWN 81
4th DOWN 18
BONUS DOWN 85
```

**AVERAGE GAME: 160-180 PTS**

**JUDD’S TOTAL: 281**

---

**WORD SCRIMMAGE**

**SOLUTION BY JUDD HAMBRICK**

**DILBERT**

“Dilbert,

I think you should get up. I’m going to bed.”

**FAMILY CIRCUS**

“...and by good sport, I MEAN GOOD LOSER.”

**PICKLES**

**PHANTOM**

**BABY BLUES**

**BEETLE BAILEY**

**HAGAR THE HORRIBLE**

**SNUFFY SMITH**

**HORRIBLE**

**DENNIS THE MENACE**

**BLONDIE**

**SNUFFY SMITH**

**DILBERT**

“I don’t think my face was ready to get up. I’m going to bed.”

**PICKLES**

**FAMILY CIRCUS**

“...and by good sport, I MEAN GOOD LOSER.”

**PICKLES**

**PHANTOM**

**BABY BLUES**

**BEETLE BAILEY**

**HAGAR THE HORRIBLE**

**DENNIS THE MENACE**

“DON’T BROOD. GET ON WITH LIVING AND LOVING. YOU DON’T HAVE FOREVER.” — LEO BUSCAGLIA
Hello NEIGHBOR

At UnitedHealthcare® our goal is to make health care work for you. We've designed our products around what you've told us is important. We've created programs to help you live a healthier life. And we surround you with people who are there for you.

$0 monthly premiums for medical and Part D coverage

$0 copay for primary care visits

Low copay for hearing aids from hi HealthInnovations™

Attend a neighborhood meeting to learn more about your Medicare Advantage and Part D options.

**Leesburg**
- Nov 19 & 26, 10am
- Perkins
- 27811 Hwy 27
- Nov 21, 10am
- Hampton Inn
- 9630 US Hwy 441
- Nov 22, 10am & 1pm
- Best Western
- 1321 N 14th St
- Dec 3, 10am
- Perkins
- 27811 Hwy 27

**Mt Dora**
- Nov 26, 2:30pm
- Perkins
- 17080 Hwy 441

**Tavares**
- Nov 20, 10am
- Best Western
- 1380 E Burleigh Blvd

Call today. Open enrollment ends December 7.

1-855-272-9557, TTY 711
8 a.m. – 8 p.m. local time, 7 days a week
Best times to call: 9-11 a.m.
HelloUnitedMedicare.com

UnitedHealthcare®
Medicare Solutions
TO PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN PRINT & ONLINE CALL

352-314-FAST

Find It, Buy It, Sell It, FAST!
Lake: 352-314-3278 or Sumter: 352-748-1955 - Monday - Friday 8am - 5pm

ONE FREE AD PER MONTH! 2 LINES/7 DAYS:

At least one non-commercial ad with image limit of 200 x 200. Price must appear in ad. Texts must be descriptive. Pubs, articles, goods and services excluded. Some names and entries may vary. Limit 1 per household per month.

DEADLINES
For insertion Copy Date
Sunday - Friday, 2:00pm
Saturday - Friday, 8:00pm
One day prior, 8:00pm
Two days prior, 8:00pm
ATTENTION REALTORS
5 LINES + 7 DAYS
$30.44*

*Must be a Licensed Realtor

Saturday, November 16, 2013
9:00am

Monday, November 18, 2013
9:00am

Tuesday, November 19, 2013
9:00am

Wednesday, November 20, 2013
9:00am

Thursday, November 21, 2013
9:00am

Friday, November 22, 2013
9:00am

Saturday, November 23, 2013
9:00am

Sunday, November 24, 2013
9:00am

Check out our Specials!
600 Pet Supplies

- Cat, dog, rabbit, etc. Call 352-753-1834
- Poop supplies. Call 563-590-9145

600 Merchandise Mart

- 601 Antiques
- Guns, knives, with accessories. Call 352-315-9886

- 602 Arts/Crafts
- Jewelry. Call 352-435-0823

- 603 Collectibles
- Watches. Call 352-742-2716

- 604 Furniture
- Sectional, cream color. $100. 602-1055

604 Furniture

- Luggage & Duffel bags. Full cases or single box. Call 352-435-0823

605 Appliances

- Appliance Parts & Sales. Call 352-315-9886

606 Electronics

- VCR, which is 65 in. Call 352-267-1462

607 Furniture

- Daybed, with frame & mattress. Call 352-702-9451

608 Home Decor

- Chairs. Call 352-748-3580

609 Garden

- 600 Garden Purple Martin, 28 cav. Call 863-287-1468

610 Medical

- Office furniture. Call 352-277-3447

611 Computers & Equip

- Computer, Patriot, Power Mac G4. Call 352-277-3447

612 Articles For Sale

- 604 Furniture (perfect image). Call 352-702-9451

- 606 Electronics (full cases or single box). Call 352-435-0823

- 607 Furniture (mattress). Call 352-748-3580

- 608 Home Decor (chairs). Call 352-748-3580

- 609 Garden (purple martin). Call 863-287-1468

- 610 Medical (office furniture). Call 352-277-3447

- 611 Computers & Equip (computer, power mac g4). Call 352-277-3447

- 612 Articles For Sale (furniture, daybed, with frame & mattress). Call 352-702-9451

612 Articles For Sale (2)

- 604 Furniture (ideal image). Call 352-702-9451

- 606 Electronics (full cases or single box). Call 352-435-0823

- 607 Furniture (mattress). Call 352-748-3580

- 608 Home Decor (chairs). Call 352-748-3580

- 609 Garden (purple martin). Call 863-287-1468

- 610 Medical (office furniture). Call 352-277-3447

- 611 Computers & Equip (computer, power mac g4). Call 352-277-3447

- 612 Articles For Sale (furniture, daybed, with frame & mattress). Call 352-702-9451
**Classifieds**

- **1st, last + security. 352-568-7486,** Eustis. 207-650-9838
  - Remodeled 3br/2ba
  - New, 34 x 45, gold
  - $1,100/mo.

- **Men’s, Coat/Pants/Shirt, size 30/32, new.**
  - $50.

- **Ladies medium, $100.**
  - 1/4/20

- **Men’s complete set**
  - $75.

- **Craftsman. Like new.**
  - $50.

- **New, black.**
  - $25.

- **New, sunlight yellow, Erte, Art deco.**
  - 35 x 26, $1,000/mo.

- **5/2/22 house, $1,000/mo.**
  - No Pets.

- **Unfurnished incl. Avail. Jan., 1st.**
  - $1,100/mo.

- **5/2/22 mobile home, 12 pc set.**
  - Pfaltzgraff Heirloom, used 2 mos.
  - Cost $500.

- **Men’s Schwinn, Trail Way.**
  - New, 2hp.
  - $100.

- **Ride Strider 3360.**
  - Rawlings, bag plus pull
  - $100.

- **Trot-O-AS-Racetrack.**
  - $50.

- **New, narrow.**
  - $65 obo.

- **New, 207-650-9838.**
  - 1 & 2br from $525-550

- **2/1 CHA. No Pets.**
  - $650/mo.

- **New, 3 extras fine:**
  - $40.

- **58” Ladies Schwinn Legacy.**
  - $35H x 72W x 26D.
  - $40.

- **35” Men’s, Coat/Pants/Shirt, size 34 x 45, gold.**
  - $1,000/mo.

- **Bike, a 1 1/2 hp.**
  - $65.
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DAILY COMMERCIAL

GUARANTEED AUTO LOANS
888 261 8409

BILLY RYAN SUBARU
www.billbryansubaru.com

LARGEST PRE-OWNED INVENTORY IN CENTRAL FLORIDA

2003 FORD ZX2 $1,882
1995 VOLVO 900 $1,888
1998 FORD TAURUS $2,882
2001 DODGE RAM 1500 QUAD CAB $2,882
2003 FORD WINDSTAR $2,882
2000 ISUZU ROVER $3,000
2000 LEXUS ES 300 $3,882
1990 MERCEDES BENZ 420 SERIES $5,882
2005 MERCURY GRAND MARQUIS $6,446
2002 TOYOTA CAMRY $6,882
2005 HYUNDAI TUCSON $7,484
2004 DODGE DAKOTA 2 DOOR $7,884
2007 KIA SEDONA $8,484
2004 JAGUAR XJ $8,882
2010 HYUNDAI ELANTRA $8,882

BILL RYAN SUBARU
8730 US HWY 441 • LEESBURG, FL
888-864-2040

OIL CHANGE WITH FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK $14.95

WITH EVERY CAR IN TRADE AND $200 PLUS TAX. TAX AND TITLE EXTRA. O.A.C. 

find us on

www.facebook.com/daily.commercial
LEADING EDGE DENTAL

All Aspects of Dentistry in one Friendly Location
Specializing in Seniors

“From root canals to implants --I needed a tremendous amount of dental work. It was important to me to find a dentist who could accommodate all my dental needs in one office. I found what I was looking for in Dr. Vaziri. I was very impressed with his knowledge and professionalism and I highly recommend him to anyone looking for quality dental care.”

Ron F.

Proudly celebrating 20 YEARS in Leesburg

- Cosmetic
- Same Day Denture Repair
- General Dentistry

FREE CONSULTATION
New Patients
$85 Value

*Free consultation services provided by this office. Medicare does not cover free consultation services. Consultations are subject to a charge. Insurance benefits vary. Consultation fees not included.

MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED
FINANCING AVAILABLE

LEESBURG • 365-6442
Shoppes of Lake Village
1275 Golf Course Dr
www.LeadingDental.com

Dr. Vaziri & Staff